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Dear comrades,

Unfortunately, the forthcoming references to
upcoming events at which the Lazarus Union
will be present or to which it has been invited
must unfortunately be omitted from this issue,
because no events are currently taking place
due to the ongoing Corona crisis.
In this respect, it is also difficult to provide reliable information on events over the next
three months in this issue.

I am pleased to present to you the second edi-

And since "Corona" is still busy, we want to

tion of the magazine "Lazarus – Around the

explore this topic in this issue as well.

World".

But even away from "Corona" I hope that this
journal will again attract interest.

The positive response to our first edition has
encouraged us to continue in this direction

Lothar Gellert

and to add more content to our magazine.

General Plenipotentiary

Since we want to offer a wide range of information and to make the magazine interesting
for readers of all ages, we will also include a
page specifically aimed at our younger readers. In order to be always up-to-date here, I
invite all young readers to share their wishes
for the future "Pages for young Cadets”.

LAZARUS UNION
CONTINUES TO
FIGHT AGAINST
„CORONA“

Of course, we keep the previous topics such
as recommended cooking and baking recipes
as well as reviews of interesting books or recommendations for excursion and travel tips.
Especially with the cooking and baking recipes, it would be nice if we could create an international collection. Hence my wish:
Send any articles to me for our new magazine!
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These masks are made entirely or partially of

REPORT FROM
GERMANY

non-replaceable filter material and are designed to reduce infectious aerosols in the inhaled air.

100 mouth-nose masks for Lukas-Kern-Chil-

The different numbering of the masks says

dren’s Home.

something about their permeability. FFP 3
masks are less permeable than FFP-1 masks.

Busy comrades of THE CSLI Germany and

The higher the class, the better they protect.

the association Vital Neighbourhood Aid,

Only the masks FFP-2 and FFP-3 should pro-

which is a group member of the Lazarus Un-

vide virus protection.

ion, have worked tirelessly to design and create nose-mouth masks. 100 of these masks

Lazarus Union Deutschland-Schleswig-Hol-

could now be handed over to the Lukas Kern

stein works for the homeless

Children's Home. The masks are made of

The project of the foundation MitMenschlich-

easy-care cotton.

keit of the Diakonia in Hamburg, supported by
the Lazarus-Union Deutschland-Schleswig-

Further masks are already in the works as a

Holstein e.V., is the provision of a hotel room

donation for the mother-child charity in Neu-

incl. shower. In addition, there are three meals

haus

a day. Social contacts can be made in the
café of the Hotel Schanzenstern in Ottensen.

Editor's Note:
For face masks to protect against bacilli and
viruses, the following must be observed:
In order to protect yourself from infection by
Das Bildelement mit der Beziehungs-ID rId37 wurde in der Datei nicht gefunden.

droplets of sufferers, care must be taken to
ensure that certain fine particle masks are
used.
Here is a classification, which is described

At a first meeting of the Lazarus Union Schles-

with the letter and number combination FFP 1

wig-Holstein e.V. with the coordinator of the

to FFP 3. FFP stands for "Filtering Face Piece".

Diakonia-Foundation MitMenschlichkeit, Mr.
Niclas Rabe, in the café of the hotel "Schanzenstern" a donation cheque in the amount of
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500 euros could be handed over to the foun-

volunteer of this institution, I am connected

dation.

with all my heart. That is why I would like to
inform you about a "call for help from the Vienna Boys' Choir" below, with the request to
become "active" here with a (voluntary) donation.
The Lazarus Union helps so many people and
institutions worldwide, which is why not
(once) the Vienna Boys' Choir, who really
need this help through COVID-19. The Lazarus Union even celebrated in 2016 its investiture of the Knighthood of Honour in the Augartenpalais Vienna (the seat of the Vienna
Boys' Choir) together with the Vienna Boys'
Choir, who also sang for us there at this investiture.)

CALL FOR DONATIONS OF OUR
FORMER
GENERAL PLENIPOTENTIARY

In comradely affinity
Yours
Wolfgang
Here is the cry for help:
"Dear former boys, dear friends and supporters of the Vienna Boys' Choir,
We hope you and all of you, families and
friends are doing well – or at least as well as

Dear Comrades!

possible. The current crisis demands a lot
Dear friends and patrons of the Lazarus Un-

from all of us, nerves, patience, commitment

ion!

– and creativity. Everyone is trying to make
the most of it; we too.

Please allow me to contact you (exceptionally) on my own behalf.

As you may have heard, we are fighting for
our existence. We are not subsidised and lit-

As you may know, I am a former Viennese

erally live from hand to mouth, from our

singer boy (1957-1960) and still today, as a
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gages. We have already had to cancel 113
concerts and further cancellations will follow.

then transfers 0.5% of the purchase value

This means that we are missing almost EUR

– without costing customers anything.

1 million, and by the end of the year we will
probably be missing two million. We cannot

Dear alumnis, friends and supporters, our

catch up; the children cannot sing twice. In

great request: Please share our letter with

order to cushion the losses, we have written

all

to potential sponsors and donors; above all,

relatives

and

acquaintances.

Any

amount, however seemingly small, helps

we are in ongoing contact with the repre-

us. And: Donations can be claimed for tax

sentatives of the Federal Government and

purposes in Austria (probably also in Ger-

the City of Vienna. Everyone is well aware

many); we are a non-profit and donor-ben-

that we urgently need help, but a solution is

eficiary association.

not yet in sight.

With your help we can do it. Thank you!

Last Sunday, the Kronenzeitung launched a

Warm greetings - and good health!

large fundraiser for the Vienna Boys' Choir
with an exclusive report; in addition, there is

Yours

a certificate of inheritance, which was financed by Heidi Go'ss-Horten (she is our

Wiener Sängerknaben“

neighbour in Sekirn) and by the Oberbank.
The newspaper wants and should continue to
support us in the coming weeks and months
– so our request to everyone is that no one
should contact media representatives or po-

Editor's note: It goes without saying that the

tential sponsors directly so that this campaign

Lazarus Union supported the Vienna Boys'

does not take its effect. If someone has a sug-

Choir with a financial donation

gestion about this, please contact us directly.
It is great that some (especially very young)
alumni, parents, friends and fans have already

donated

https://philan-

thropie.wsk.at/spendenformular
or directly through our fundraising page: for
this very much thanks.
More recently, we are also part of Amazon's
"Smile" program. If you order from Amazon,
you can choose smile.amazon.de – Amazon
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. Nordtirol

OUR TRAVEL
RECOMMENDATION

 Imst (IM)
 Innsbruck-Stadt (I)
Innsbruck-Land
(IL)
NationalCoat
of Arms

Flag

The federal
state is divided
 Kitzbühel
(KB) into nine political dis-

Dear comrades, after we have taken you in
the previous edition to the homeland of the

tricts (Inssbruck-City is a so called Statutar Kufstein (KU)
stadt).

General Plenipotentiary, we want to continue

North Tyrol:
 Landeck (LA)

our journey to the homeland of one of our

 Imst
 Reutte (RE)
 Innsbruck-Land
Schwaz Stadt
(SZ)
 Innbruck

members of the Board: the beautiful country
of Tyrol. Tyrol is a federal state in the west of
Austria and the northern and eastern part of

 Kitzbühel
Osttirol
 Kufstein
 Lienz (LZ)
 Landeck

the historic Alpine region of Tyrol.

 Reutte
 Schwaz
EastEtwas
Tyrol:zur Geschichte von Tirol:
 Lienz
The highest mountain – and at the same time the
highest mountain in Austria – is at 3798 m above
sea level the Grossglockner in East Tyrol, the
highest peak in North Tyrol is the Wildspitze

© users:TUBS - File:Tyrol in Austria.svg File:Trentino-Alto Adige in Italy.svg, CC BY-SA

(3768 m above sea level).

3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=27754483

Most readers have certainly heard of the city

The most famous river in Tyrol is the Inn.

of Innsbruck, which is on the one hand the
state capital and also the most populous city.

Something about the history of Tyrol:

Tyrol has become known for its historical significance, which we will come to talk about in

The area of Tyrol has been inhabited for thou-

a moment.

sands of years. Oldest finds date back to the Old
and Middle Stone Age. The first settlers lived as
hunter-gatherers until about 4000 BC when
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agriculture prevailed. The discovery of the ötzi

The decisive defeat was suffered by the Austri-

glacier mummy and several excavations in all

ans and Tyroleans at Wörgl on 13 May. How-

parts of Tyrol bear witness to this time.

ever, there were also minor successes of the Tyroleans as in the "Giggler Tobl", where the
women and children of the Paznaun with stone

After Tyrol had also been affected by the Europe-

avalanches and other primitive weapons kept

wide rampant "Black Death" at the beginning of

the Bavarian army out of their valley. As a result

1349, there was a lively influx from today's Slo-

of the defeat, the southern parts of the country

venia when the population loss was compen-

(Eisackkreis and Echkreis) were temporarily

sated. Once again the plague raged in 1512 and

passed to Italy and the Illyrian provinces of

claimed 700 victims in the city of Innsbruck

France. On June 3, 1814, the country was reu-

alone, and the surrounding area of the city was

nited and returned to the Habsburg multi-ethnic

also affected. The last plague epidemic hit Tyrol

state of Austria. The Salzburg valleys of Zillertal

between 1611 and 1612.

and Brixental, which had been in existence since
ancient age, fell to Austria in 1805 with Salzburg
and to Bavaria in 1810. It was only through the

In 1809, the resistance to Bavarian politics

Treaty of Munich that the two valleys came to Ty-

under Count Maximilian of Montgelas was un-

rol in 1816 (within Austria)

leashed in the Tyrolean Popular Uprising, led
by Andreas Hofer, Josef Speckbacher and
Father Joachim Haspinger. The popular upris-

During the First World War, the mountain front

ing was also supported by the conservative

ran from 1915 to 1918 on the southern border of

clergy, but above all was incited by the Aus-

Tyrol. In 1919, in the Treaty of St. Germain, the

trian court in Vienna, but then abandoned.

area south of the Brenner came to Italy. Italy, despite the far-south german-Italian language border, had claimed the watershed between the
Mediterranean and the Black Sea as its northern
border, and the other Allies had agreed to this
point, not least in order to bind politically unstable Italy to itself (see London Secret Treaties).
Even the division at the watershed was not observed, as three municipalities of the eastern
Puster Valley, Toblach, Innichen and Sexten,
whose streams partly flow into the Drava, came

By Franz Defregger - [1], Public, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/in-

to Italy.

dex.php?curid=788440
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With the seizure of power by the fascists in Italy, the National Socialists in Germany and
the annexation of Austria to the German
Reich, the divisions between North and South
Tyrol deepened further. In the agreement between Hitler and Mussolini, the border at the
Brenner Pass was sealed, with the option in
South Tyrol planning a relocation of the Ger-

The Golden Roof House

man-speaking South Tyroleans, which was

(Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/oberau-

only partially carried out because of the war.

online/3950109736/sizes/l/)

Even after the Second World War, the division

Castles:

of Tyrol continued – the demarcation of the

The Renaissance style found its way into Tyrol

peace treaty of St. Germain still exists today

during the 16th century. Only a few important

(source: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tirol#Geschichte).

works were created, such as the castles of

Due to the influx of refugees and displaced

Ambras and Tratzberg

persons from the former German eastern territories, the population grew considerably.
Something about Sightseeing-Spots:
The Gothic style was able to spread in Tyrol,
especially in the 15th century, when wealth
flowed into the country through many mines.
Many later reconstructions could survive, as

Schloss Ambras
© Pahu-Commonswiki, CC BY-SA 3.0

can be seen from the pointed church towers,
which were mostly preserved even after a ba-

Ambras Castle is a large castle area on the

roque ization. Landeck, Schwaz and Seefeld

present-day southeastern city border of the

are examples of this. In addition to ecclesias-

Tyrolean capital Innsbruck in the district of

tical buildings, secular buildings were built,

Amras, an independent village until its incor-

such as the town hall and Hasegg Castle in

poration in 1938. The castle includes the so-

Hall, Stadtturm and Goldenes Dachl in Inns-

called Ambraser Hochschloss, the Ambraser

bruck. In the Inn Valley, the type of inn-

Unterschloss, the Spanish Hall and the ad-

Salzach-Stadt was created, to be seen in
Innsbruck,

Hall

and

Rattenberg

ministrative building.

(Source:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tirol_(Bundesland)#Kunst_und_Kultur)
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Innsbruck, the Inn Bridge near Hall, the mid-

The property is located at an altitude of 635
metres in the middle of a large castle park,

dle mountain plateau and the lower Silltal.

where cultural and historical monuments are

After the death of the last Görzerin, Margaret

located.

of Tyrol, the castle passed to the Habsburgs
in 1363. Emperor Maximilian I used it as a

The Museum of Art Ambras Innsbruck is located inside the Hoch- und Unterschloss.

hunting lodge.

Ambras Castle is one of Tyrol's most im-

In the Renaissance, the medieval castle was

portant and most visited tourist attractions

built by Archduke Ferdinand II (1529-1595).

and is one of the most important sights in Aus-

He turned Ambras into a stately castle and

tria.

gave it to his secretly married bourgeois wife
Philippine Welser.
When Tyrol was no longer the seat of a prince

Ambras was the castle of the Counts of

of the state after 1665 and was largely de-

Dießen-Andechs, whose ancestors resided

prived of court representation, the castle

there ad umbras (in shady) as early as the

served various purposes until the middle of

10th century (documented by source for the

the 19th century, such as the military quarter

11th century). In 1133 the castle was de-

and military hospital.

stroyed by Henry the Pride. After 150 years it
was rebuilt. The last Andechser, Duke Otto

At the end it was a barrack until 1842, before

VIII of Merano, was married to Elizabeth,

the castle was rebuilt for residential purposes

daughter of Count Albert III of Tyrol; After Ot-

in the 19th century under the governor of Ty-

to's death in 1248, Albert inherited his domin-

rol from 1855 to 1861, Archduke Karl Ludwig.

ion. Albert died in 1253, and now Ambras fell
to Elisabeth's second husband, Gebhard IV

The museum Royak and Imperial Collection

von Hirschberg. Elizabeth died in 1256 with-

Ambras was opened in 1880. After 1913, Am-

out children; thus the husband of the other Al-

bra Castle was to become the summer resi-

bert daughter, Adelheid, Meinhard I. from Go-

dence of the family of Archduke Franz Ferdi-

rizia, inherited Ambras and the emerging

nand. He was assassinated in 1914. After the

country of Tyrol.

abolition of the monarchy, Ambras passed to
the Republic of Austria in 1919 with the Habs-

Ambras remained a stately facility. Together

burg Act.

with the neighbouring castle Straßfried – at
the time the more important one, there sat a

The museum was reopened in 1922 after the

land captain – it controlled the paths between

renovations, which began in 1913, had to be
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discontinued due to the outbreak of the First

the ruins in 1499 in exchange for Berneck

World War in 1914.

Castle in the Kaunertal to the brothers VeitJakob and Simon Tänzl with the order of re-

After the museum was closed due to the Sec-

construction. In 8 years of construction, a

ond World War, it was reopened after 1948.

three-storey four-winged complex with courtyard and stair tower, portals and arcades, col-

The first silver euro commemorative coin in

umns, window sills and fireplaces in Hagau

Austria shows Ambras Castle (Source: https://de.wik-

marble was built in 1500. The north wing was

ipedia.org/wiki/Schloss_Ambras).

not completed.

Another beautiful complex is located between

In 1553, the heirs of the Tänzl brothers sold

Jenbach and Schwaz in the Inntal/Tyrol in the

the castle, which has since undergone nu-

municipality of Stans on a rocky ridge about

merous changes of ownership throughout its

100 m above the valley floor on the northern

history.

side of the Inn: the castle Tratzberg, which is
owned by Ulrich Goess-Enzenberg and his

In 1589, the castle was passed to the Augs-

wife Katrin Goess-Enzenberg.

burg trading family Fugger, which benefited
greatly from the nearby mining of copper and

It was built in its present form mainly by the

silver in Schwaz. George Ilsung's daughter

brothers Veit-Jakob and Simon Tänzl around

Anna had married James III Fugger. Fug-

1500 and is an excellent example of a Renais-

gerstube and Fuggerkammer are still reminis-

sance castle complex in the Alpine region.

cent of the famous patrician family.

.

© From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository

Courtyard

In 1296, a castle called Trazperch was al-

© From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository

ready mentioned here; it was destroyed by fire

with

facade

painting

The closing of the building gaps in the north

in 1490/91. The later Emperor Maximilian I left

as well as the striking facade painting in the
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inner courtyard date back to the Augsburg

I, Duke Rudolf IV and the two Tyrolean princes

knight Georg Ilsung and his family, in the sec-

Duke Frederick IV with the empty bag and

ond half of the 16th century. His children were

Archduke Sigmund the Mint.

named after Schloss Tratzberg.
The Stauber-Imhof families, von der Halden
and Josef Ignaz Reichsfreiherren von Tannenberg followed in the 17th and 18th centuries.
However, the castle had not been inhabited
since the middle of the 18th century. In 1809,
during the coalition wars, Bavarian soldiers
plundered the armoury and demolished part

© https://www.br.de/radio/b5-aktuell/sendungen/verbrauchermagazin/schloss-tratzberg-tirol-290.html

of the furniture.
When the Enzenberg family, who still own the

Mills

castle today, acquired it by succession in
1847, extensive restoration work was neces-

Not only the Münsterland is home to many old

sary to make it habitable again. Ulrich Goess-

wind mills and water mills, but also the state

Enzenberg and his wife Katrin Goess-En-

of Tyrol can boast mills. In Ellbogen, for exam-

zenberg have lived here since 1991; the last

ple, there is the beautiful Hinterloch mill from

restoration works 1991-1994 and the tourist

the 16th century, which today gives an insight

development go back to this generation of En-

into the 2000-year-old milling and grinding

zenberg.

technique as a show mill.

In the halls open for viewing, valuable original
furniture from the time of the Tänzl brothers is
preserved at the transition from Gothic to Renaissance as well as furnishings of the Fugger
period.
Hinterlocher Mühle, © TVB Innsbruck/Eichholzer

A treasure is the so-called Habsburg Hall, on
whose four walls the Tänzl brothers painted a

Garden and Parks

cross-room family tree of the family as a tribute to their client, the House of Habsburg. Of

In Tyrol there are also many gardens and

course, the German king and later Emperor

parks to see:

Maximilian I with his two wives (Mary of Burgundy and Bianca Maria Sforza), King Rudolf
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The most impressive park is the Hohe Tauern
National Park. It is so large that it extends over
three federal states: Carinthia, Tyrol and the
Salzburger Land share this park.

© https://www.alpbachtal.at/de/region-und-orte/a-z-liste/Schau-Erholungsgarten-Hildegard-v.Bingen_isd_142035

Dear comrades, you can see that Tyrol has a
lot to offer. If you would like more information,
you only need to contact Christian Volgger,

© https://www.grossarltal.info/de/urlaub/grossarltal/nationalpark.html /

who says about himself:
„Tirol isch mei Hoamt! Mei geliebte Hoamat!

Also beautiful is the Hildegard von Bingen
Garden in the Alpbachtal. The famous plant

This is what Andreas Hofer once said.

and healing expert from Germany (born 1098,
died 1179) was never in the Austrian

And that's how I think today, and I'm a proud

Alpbachtal. But convinced of her teaching,

shooter like Andreas Hofer once was, besides

some herb-loving gardeners created the "Hil-

my activities with the Lazarus Union!!!

degard-Herbgarden" there. The 900 square

I hope I could introduce you to my Tyrol?!"

metre field next to the main school in Reith i.
A. has been transformed into an oasis of silence and tranquility. In addition to herbology,
the garden is also a relaxation room with a
barefoot path + massage path.

Christian Volgger
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With her work, the author, who has not yet

OUR BOOK
RECOMMENADTION

been completely unknown to me, presents a
very well structured, coherent and above all
historically excellently researched novel. She
knows how to turn historical facts and the description of everyday life of the 14th century

Die Blütentocher by Joël Tan

into a wonderful narrative. She describes the

Heilbronn, 1333. The triplets of the House of

and vivid way. Boredom doesn't come up.

Laemmlin have always divided minds. Are

Very worth reading!

fate of the three protagonists in an impressive

they signs of the Holy Trinity or rather a devil-

Much joy in reading wishes you

ish spell? It is the good fortune of the three
that they belong to the city nobility. But when

Christina

a penitention preacher enters the city, even
its stand is useless. He prophesies: The

Presentation of the novel courtesy of Blanvalet Verlag, a com-

Laemmlin daughters bring mischief! Shortly

pany of the publishing group Random House GmbH, Munich;

afterwards Heilbronn is hit by a devastating

ISDN No.: 978-3-7341-0441-1 (Note d. Verf.)

flood. Chased from home and separated from
each other, each sister remains in the belief
that the others are dead.

OUR FILM RECOMMENDATION

But then one of them discovers fragments of
the secret common flower art...
(Contents of book back)

Dear comrades, in the last edition I presented
a film that is closely connected to our titular
seat, the castle Kreuzenstein.
Most of you know for sure that Kreuzenstein
Castle has been a film set for many German
and international films. I would therefore like
to present in this edition another film connected to our castle: The Pillars of the Earth.
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a number of deviations from the novel. An ex-

The Pillars of the Earth is a 2010 german-Ca-

ample is the figure of Waleran, who lives on in

nadian television film based on Ken Follett's

the book as a broken and disempowered

novel of the same name, directed by Sergio
Mimica-Gezzan. So what is the film about?

monk, but dies in the film when he falls from

The film, set in the 12th century, focuses on

Count Bartholomew dies in the book in the

the construction of a cathedral in the fictional

dungeon and not by beheading, as in the film.

the church roof. Another difference is that

southern English town of Kingsbridge. Philip,

Because of the difficulty of converting more

the prior of Kingsbridge Monastery, tries to

than 1000 pages of novel into a cinema pro-

make the dream of a mighty cathedral come

duction of only 400 minutes of film, the novel,

true with the help of stonemason Tom Builder.

which was published in 1989, was not made

At the same time, a war of succession rages

into a film until 2008. This was also due to the

in England between Stephen of Blois and his

fact that Ken Follett had not found suitable

cousin Matilda, the biological daughter of the
late King Henry I of England.

comrades-in-arms until then who wanted and

In order for the cathedral to be built without

according to his ideas and specifications.

could realize the cinematic implementation

delay, Philip and Tom need the help of Aliena,

The changes made for dramaturgical reasons

the daughter of the former Count Bartholo-

to the original novel were all approved by Ken

mew of Shiring, who, like those seeking help,

Follett, who attended the production for a time

opposes the new Count of Shiring, Lord Wil-

and played along. The result is a film work of

liam Hamleigh, and the power-addicted
Bishop Waleran Bigod.
(Quelle:

art authorized by him, which can be seen ra-

.

ther independently and only in accordance

https://de.wikipe-

with the novel template.

dia.org/wiki/Die_S%C3%A4ulen_der_Erde_(Film)

The film stars are Matthew Macfadyen, Eddie

Due to the extensive storylines, the film was

Redmayne, Rufus Sewell and Donald Suther-

shot as a four-parter. Important passages to

land.

play on the castle have been shot on "our"
Kreuzenstein Castle. The entrance to the

If you want to experience our castle in the

chapel can be seen very well in the film se-

middle age again, the film is just the thing for

quences, which I am sure everyone who took

you.

part in our investiture at Kreuzenstein Castle
will remember.
The film is not a 1:1 adaptation of the novel. In
addition to omissions and additions, there are
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(Source:

OUR COOKING
RECOMMENDATION

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girar-

dirostbraten
Ingredients:
 4 pcs beef,

Main Course for 4 Personen: Roasted Beef à

 Salt,

la Girardi

 Pepper,
Alexander Girardi, after whom this method of
 1 Onion,

preparation was named, was born in Graz in
1850 as the son of a locksmith who had immi-

 40 g Fat,

grated from Cortina d'Ampezzo. Alexander
first learned the locksmith's shop, but soon ap-

 1 Glas Whitewine,

peared on provincial stages and came to the

 ¼ l Beefsoup,

Strampfer-Theater in Vienna in 1871, then to
the Theater an der Wien in 1874. Here he cel-

 Brown roast stock Fond or Water,

ebrated true triumphs as a folk actor. He also

 20 g Butter,

played in the Carltheater, the (Deutsche)
Volkstheater and in 1917 in "Der Bauer als Mil-

 50 g finely chopped smoked bacon,

lionär" even in the Hof-Burgtheater. He impersonated above all Raimund's figures: the Val-

 3 chopped mushrooms,

entine or the Fortunarus Root. On April 20,
 chopped Lemon peel,

1918, this folk actor died in Vienna. The following anecdote is told about the origin story: The

 1 tsp chopped Capers,

actress Katharina Schratt would have always
had a piece of beef in her Ischl villa in order to

 1 finely chopped small onion,

be able to host Emperor Franz Joseph I. One

 1 finely chopped Parsley,

day her colleague Alexander Girardi came to
visit unannounced, but he did not like beef.

 1 tblsp Flour,

The Schratt had instructed her cook to hide
the piece of beef so skilfully under all sorts of

 1/8 l sour Cream,

ingredients that Girardi should not notice the

 some Mustard

dizziness. The court is said to have given him
excellent

mouth.
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Dessert: Guglhupf (Ring Cake)

Preparation:

Let's stick with the actress Katharina Schratt.
Plate the roast sat and lightly cut the edge.

We present a recipe here, after which she
also liked to bake. But where does the name

Put Salt and pepper on it and fry it quickly in

"Guglhupf"

hot fat on both sides.

actually

come

from?

The first part for the word of Gugelhupf is
probably derived from Gugel, because the

Keep it warm

baking dish resembles the headscarf (Gugel),

Roast the finely sliced onion golden yellow in

which the peasant women tie around the

the frying pan, wipe it off with white wine, pour

head. The second word component -hupf is

in soup or fondness and steam the roast in it

derived from the poop, which with these

covered.

terms belongs to the head and hood. A headdress for women called Gogelhopf is demon-

Chop the bacon, mushrooms, the small on-

strable in writings from the 17th century on-

ion, lemon zest, capers and parsley very finely

wards.

and sweat in hot butter, dust with flour, stir in

(Source: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gugelhupf#Geschichte )

the sour cream and then add to the almost
cooked roast.

Ingredients:

Steam everything until the meat is soft. Season with little mustard. When serving it pour

 170 g Butter,

smooth-stirred sour cream over it.

 140 g powdered Sugar,
 grated Lemon peel,

Supplement: Napkin dumplings or ribbon

 4 Egg yolks,

noodles

 40 g Raisins,
 40 g peeled, long pieces of almond,
 280 g Flour,
 1 packet Baking Powder
Special Equipment:
 Electrical hand stirrer or whisk
Preparation:

Quelle: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girardirostbraten#/media/Datei:13-09-01-kochtreffen-wien-Bi-frie-048.jpg

Stir in the butter, sugar, lemon zest and yolks.
Stir in the almonds and raisins.
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Carefully lift the stiff snow into the downforce
and finally lift the sifted flour, baking powder

We welcome our new members in the sec-

and raisins.

ond quarter

Pour the mixture into a buttered, flour-dusted
gugelhupf mould and bake in the oven with
medium heat.
In the first time of baking leave the oven door
a little open.

(Source of the photo: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gugelhupf#/media/Datei:Kouglof.png)

A NEW PROJECT
A PAGE FOR YOUNG
CADETS
To make our magazine even more interesting
for the whole family, we would like to design a
page for young people from the next edition.
We therefore ask all of our young members
for suggestions for the content of this page.
One topic will deal with Saint Lazarus.
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 Galstyan, Susanna

DE

 Gregoryan, Tigran

DE

 Whippo, Vance L

USA

 Sabnesh, Dinesh

Indien

 Voß, Erika

DE

 Miranda, Luiz Carlos de

BR

 Matos, Flavianni Correa de

BR

 Simões, Grazielle Reis

BR

 Quadros, Michel Cole

BR

 Trindade, Edison Menezes

BR

 Dias, Flavia yara de Souza

BR

 Trindade, Artur Conteiro

BR

 Silva, Douglas Pereira da

BR

 Timoteo, Shelda dos Santos

BR

 Lerner, Gustavo Pimentel

BR

 Arruda da Silva e Silva, Rafael

BR

 Keppens, Mathew Albert

BE

 Dichte, Knut

DE

 Gluszny, Tomas

CZ
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Dzuganova, Veronika

CZ



Rigout, Franck

FR



Perez, Anthony

FR



Rouve, Justine

FR



Turcat, Arnaud

FR



Pierron, Yannick

FR



Barozzi, Jean-Philippe

FR



Arnaud, Daniel

FR



Lucena, Carlos Henrique

BR



Seixas Prado, André

BR



Pereira, José Marcelo

BR



Cordeiro da Silva Dolemba,

BR

Jackeline


Pereira, Carlos Michel

BR



Rondon de Souza, Luciano

BR



Alves de Moraes, Joa Guil-

BR

herme


Reichenberger, Robyn

DE



Von Tarsus (Stellmacher),

DE

Bonifacius David


Dithmer, Andrea

DE



Stief, Andrea

DE



Rode, Carina

DE



Wolf, Pirmin

DE



Hailing, Hannes

DE



Thönnißen, Christine

DE



Skrocki, Michael

USA



Kitazawa, Naoya

JAP



Kennsbrock, Johannes

DE



Kosinski, Eduard

DE



Thiessen-Börner, Gerda

DE



Harrison, William



Montis, Mario

USA
DE
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